
DIALOGUE IN NIGERIA: Muslims & Christians Creating Their Future 

 ~ Harlem Night Flow ~ 

 
Adam Clayton Powell, Jr. State Office Building (8th floor) 

163 West 125th St, (Harlem) New York, NY 10027 

6:30-7:00 - People Arrive  ~ ~  7:00-9:00 - Film Experience   ~ ~  9:00-9:30 - People Mix and Relate 

 

 

 

3:45 - Arrive to set up room 

 

6:00 - Room and hosts prepared 

 

6:30 - People arrive; name tags; exhibits -- process of change, free how-to materials 

 

7:00 - Host Spencer welcomes people; express why he encouraged this evening's screening; introduce 

Facilitators, Libby and Len simply -- co-founders of 19-year-old Jewish-Palestinian Living Room 

Dialogue and producers of five how-to documentary films, including tonight's DIALOGUE IN 

NIGERIA. 

 

7:04 - Len and Libby define the evening is about (1) the people in the room, (2) the film, and (3) a new 

quality of communication in the New York community and around Earth. 

 

7:06 - SELF-INTRODUCTIONS:  A generous sampling of attendees (everyone, or every 2nd or 3rd 

person) in one breath say their name, where they live, and what brought them to the evening. (Spencer 

and Libby be sure the wireless microphones move among the people.) 

 

7:19 - Libby and Len ask each person to consider two questions, while watching the film: 

A.  What in the film touched you, had meaning for you?  

B.  What new possibility or initiative was awakened in you?  

 

7:20 - Screen DIALOGUE IN NIGERIA (65 mins) 

 

8:25 - Small circles of 4 to share personal responses to the two questions. 

 

8:35 - Hear voices of a variety of participants.  (Spencer and Libby circulate wireless microphones.) 

 

8:55 - Libby and Len close, with inspiration and thank you. 

 

9:00 - Spencer concludes the evening, with personal thoughts including about possible activities when 

attendees return home.  Remind people who want to be included in future communication to leave full 

contact information on 3x5 cards.  

 

9:05 - Participants mix, meet, ask questions, retrieve cost-free DVDs and other take-home materials. 

 

9:30 - Begin packing equipment. 

 

9:45 - Building closes 


